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Abstract—All in focus capture of an image is often limited by
the quality of the camera. Usually, when images are captured
with objects of different distances from the camera, all of the
objects are not in focus. The object at the center of focus is clear,
and objects that are behind or in front of it become less and less
focused as the distance increases. My task this summer was to
research the different ways to change a single image into an all
in focus image. In this work, several different ways are applied to
solve this out-of-focus problem including deep neural networks,
convolution kernels, and histogram equalization. To the limited
time concern, only the basic convolution kernels and histogram
equalization methods are implemented, but we are able to extend
implementation in the future.

Index Terms—generative adversarial network, convolution fil-
ter, histogram equalization

Fig. 1. This is the provided image for the project. The focal point is in the
region with the strawberries. The other objects, fruits in this case, become less
and less focused as they move further from the focal point—the strawberries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The focus of an image depends on the camera’s aperture
and light. Still, images taken with a wider aperture usually
contain areas that are out-of-focus. Ideally, if an image have
all pixels in focus, we will be able to generate what so called
all-in-focus image. Post-capture control of the depth of field
of an image would be very useful to photographers [1]. Even
with modern technology, it is not exactly easy to capture all-in-
focus images. Doing this requires certain pieces of information
like the in-focus intensity and true point spread function of the
focused point [1], the depth estimation map [3], or the focus
measure [1]. According to Johnson, with an accurate depth
map, the depth of an image can be manipulated with blurring
and deblurring operations—moving objects further and closer,
respectively [3]. Most deep learning algorithms use this kind of
information to train their networks to generate in-focus images.
My goal was to figure out a way to generate an in-focus image
from an input image without this information. In this paper, I
will discuss the various methods I researched this summer to
convert the provided image (Fig. 1) into an all-in-focus image.

There are various amounts of research using deep learning
neural networks to bring an image into focus. A deep neural
network is a network with some level of complexity, and it
has several hidden layers, which is why it is referred to as
”deep” [2]. These hidden layers extract valuable information
from the input images. There are several methods introduced
to generate an in-focus image from an input image using deep
neural networks. These networks are trained with the input
image and other inputs like depth estimation, focus measure,
true point spread function, and in-focus intensity. There is not
a network that is trained to generate an in-focus image from
an input image. This has to do with the lack of a data set with
out of focus and in focus pairwise images.

There are also manual methods to focus an image. The
visual result of focusing an image could be compared to
sharpening an image or adding contrast to the image. An in-
focus image has more luminance which means more edges
can be detected. Sharpening and adding contrast to an image
has these effects.

An image can be sharpened using a convolution filter or
kernel. A filter or kernel is a matrix, usually 3x3, that is
convoluted with an image by placing the filter on each pixel
in the image and multiplying it and its neighbors with the



corresponding pixel in the filter and adding these values
together to create a new value for the pixel [4].

In another way, an image’s contrast can be increased using
histogram equalization. A histogram is the graphical repre-
sentation of an image, so it records the number of pixels with
a specific intensity value. Histogram equalization is a digital
image processing technique where the histogram of an image
is stretched to contain more intensity values. This is a global
technique, and it results in the image gaining higher contrast.

Fig. 2. This image is provided in Sudhakar’s histogram equalization tutorial
[7]. It shows the effects of histogram equalization. The contrast limited AHE
image prevents the amplification of noise in the regions.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are several methods introduced centered around creat-
ing an all-in-focus image using deep learning neural networks.
Sakurikar et. al’s introduce the RefocusGAN by training two
generative adversarial networks (GAN) using a data set of
light field images with depth information [1]. It takes a single
input image and outputs a fully focused image before sending
it as input into the refocus network to change the focal
point [1]. Xu et. al proposes a blind deconvolution method
that removes defocus blurring from an image by suppressing
segmentation error outputs and providing more accurate kernel
estimation [8]. Tung and Hwang develop quantization and joint
deblurring process to correct the effects created from depth
estimation errors [3]. Kupyn et. al presented DeblurGAN, a,
end-to-end learning model for motion deblurring based on
the conditional GAN and content loss [16], and improves
upon this method with DeblurGAN v2, which used a double
discriminator network and introduces the Feature Pyramid
Network into deblurring [18]. Jiang et. al proposes introduce
EnlightenGAN, which does not use a pairwise image dataset,
but information from the input itself to train the GAN to
enhance the image. The method is said to be easily adaptable
to enhancing various kinds of real-world images [17].

There are various convolution filters for sharpening. They
are matrices that generally all have a positive number equal to

Fig. 3. This image shows the results obtained from the RefocusGAN
implementation [1].

or greater than 5 in the middle element and are surrounded by
-1’s [5] [10]. The filter matrices can either be 3x3, 5x5, or 7x7
[10]. This can be adjusted or chosen by the user, depending
on the input images.

Histogram equalization is a global technique, and it results
in the higher contrast of an image. However, for out-of-
focus issues like the one presented, a local technique would
be more effective. Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) is
another equalization technique improves local contrast and
edge definition in different regions of the image. However,
this technique is known to amplify noise [7]. Contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) was created to
prevent the amplification of noise. The contrast is limited by
using a clip limit, typically between 2 and 4 [6] [9], and it’s
used to clip the histogram before calculating the continuous
distribution function [6]. Yadav et. al uses CLAHE for fog and
noise removal to improve video quality in real time system
[12].

Fig. 4. This image was provided from Sudhakar’s histogram equalization
tutorial [7]. It shows the results of adaptive histogram equalization.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITY

A. Deep Neural Networks

In the beginning of my research, my assignment was to
create a neural network that could generate an in-focus image
from a single image input. First, I familiarized myself with
digital image processing and deep learning. I used the materi-
als given to me from my mentor to do this. I also went through
several Matlab tutorials and documentation—also, Matlab is
the primary programming language for this project.



We started the literature review with a few keywords:
sharpen, refocus, shallow depth of field. This led to finding
many papers, and we decided to re-implement the method
described in Sakurikar et. al’s paper introducing the Re-
focusGAN [1]. A generative adversarial network has two
neural networks called a generator and a discriminator. The
generator takes random inputs and generates images, and the
discriminator is supposed to classify the output as real or fake
[14]. The generator’s goal is to fool the discriminator into
thinking the generated image is a real image. The first GAN in
their model generates an in-focus image from an input image
and its’ corresponding focus measure. However, their dataset
was not exactly available in a format I could use, and the
description was slightly too vague for me to re-implement.

I decided to follow a GAN tutorial [15], and tweak that to
take a single input image and generate it. This tutorial was in
Python, and I found that there were countless in-depth tutorials
for neural networks using the Python Language instead of
Matlab. Python was also the language used in majority of the
papers I read. After a long search, I came to find that a dataset
with in-focus and out-of-focus pairwise images did not exist,
and time would not allow me to make my own. Still, my
research within the deep learning field allowed me to create a
plan to tackle the problem.

B. Convolution Filter

During my research, I also wanted to explore manual ways
of focusing an image. I met with a PhD research assistant,
with a background in Image Processing, and she introduced
pre-processing algorithms for images using convolution filters.
I followed an article in implementing several convolution
filters—including sharpening filters [5]. Even though the im-
ages were not fully restored, one can see in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6, the images improved moderately. The filters are global
technique’s so there will always be a difference between
the sharpness of the focused area and the out-of-focus area.
If we could regionalize these application of the convolution
filters to preserve local sharpness like contrast limited AHE is
regionalized to preserve local contrast, then we would possibly
see better results.

Fig. 5. This image was provided from Manansala’s tutorial [5]. I have applied
a box blur filter, then an unsharp mask filter, then three sharpening filters.
These are the results from the consecutive application of the filters. First, the
box blur; second, the unsharp mask on the box blur image, and so on.

C. Histogram Equalization

After a summer of research in image processing, I realized
that the histograms of the images had a lot to do with its

luminance. With this in mind, I found out about histogram
equalization. Because this method increased the contrast of an
image, it also increased the edges in an image, so I thought
I could combine this method with the convolution filter. In
Fig. 7, one can see that the contrast was enhanced however
the color of the image has changed. If we could adjust the
CLAHE method to add contrast to detected edges and less of
the actual object then maybe the colors of the image would
not change as much.

Fig. 6. This image shows a side by side comparison of the provided image
and the image after applying the convolution sharpen filter.

Fig. 7. This image shows the provided image after CLAHE and the
convolution sharpen filter.

IV. CONCLUSION

A method that can create an in-focus image from a single
input image is not an easy method to come across. After
extensive research, I have found several potential ways to
carry out this task. There are deep neural networks that can be
trained to generate images. There are convolution kernels that
can sharpen images. Histogram equalization can increase the
contrast of an image by stretching the histogram to contain all
intensity values. Next, we would like to create a dataset with
out of focus and corresponding in focus images to train a GAN
to generate in focus images without any other information. We
would also like to test the use of the convolution sharpen filter
on regions of the image.
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